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8320
AST retextured

journal book and
scroll menus

Models and
Textures MMH 56-10994 Aisis 2007-01-16

You have retex of all possible textures, but see still the
same crappy menus for books and scrolls? Let`s change
it!     Bigger and better textures for the book and scroll
menus (the bookmark can`t be done bigger, so I at least

made it with a matching look). The scroll menu i...

8319
AST better

redware texture
replacer

Models and
Textures MMH 56-12695 aisis 2008-04-27

Better textures for redware. I tried to make it look the
same as the original, since I like it the way it was. This

enhances the textures without giving it a complete make
over.     This mod provides highly enhanced textures, but

none of them is bigger than 512x512.

8318
AST better

comberry texture
replacer

Models and
Textures MMH 56-12686 aisis 2008-04-26

A simple one DDS file that replaces the original
comberry texture.     I have found good replacers for
nearly any texture in Morrowind except this one. And

since I`m used to make myself what I can`t find, I did it.
The texture size is 1024x1024.     Enjoy...

8317 AST beds texture
replacer

Models and
Textures MMH 56-13170 Aisis 2009-01-14

New bedsheets for those, who like the original color
settings, but would like better textures for the beds.

Since I couldn`t find any bedsheet texture replacer that I
would like without any exceptions, I did my own (once
again).     This will replace all textures for bedsheet...

7562
AST Seyda Neen

Arrille's Attic
Addon

Miscellaneous MMH 53-6634 Aisis 2010-12-11
An attic addition to Arrille's Tradehouse, with a bed to

rent for the player.     The Elder Scrolls III Morrowind:    
AST Seyda Neen Arrille's Attic Addon by Aisis     Version

1.1>     Index:   ...

4457
Fix for Pozzo's

Lady Gray
Boutique

Bugfixes MMH 13-6261 Aisis 2009-09-15

A fast fix for Pozzo's Lady Gray Boutique. This definitely
isn't perfect, but it should guarantee you less trouble and

more fun. For all the people who deserve it and for the
creator, who kindly made the original.     Fixed most of

the missing textures. They are not the origi...


